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Children from the UNM Child Care Co-Op dance to the music of Los Bohemios on the mall
south of Zimmerman library during the first day of the Festival De Primavera Tuesday.
Related photo page 10. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

William Shinto scheduled
Prayer Breakfast speaker
By Penny Griego
A strong believer in cross
cultural unity, William Shinto, is
scheduled to speak at the annual
UNM Prayer Breakfast Thursday at 7:30 a.m. in the SUB
Ballroom.
Shinto, originally from Gallup,
is a member of the national staff
of United Ministries in Higher
Education, an ecumenical agency
for eight principal Protestant
denominations, said Mark
Rutledge, director of the United
Campus Ministry.
Shinto is scheduled to discuss
crucial issues which challenge
both the religious and academic
communities.
"Shinto raises the question
'What is an American?,'
Rutledge said. "Shinto sees
higher education as the arena for
working out the problem of
holding America together," and
creating a greater understanding
on the part of all cultural groups
The annual Prayer Breakfast is
sponsored by the Religion in Life
Planning Committee of the
University, the group of all
campus-recognized religious
organizations, Rutledge said.
Following the breakfast, a
workshop will be held at 9:30
a.m. in the SUB Room 213E.
Shinto will divide those in at·
tendance into smnll groups and
conduct a series of five activities,
Rutledge said. The activities will
deal with the participant's past
and current actions in terms of
the topic, cultural distances, and
ultimately with what the par·
ticipnnts will do in the future
concerning this subject, he said.
Each year the Religion in Life
Plartning Commitee trys to find a
speaker for the Prayer Breakfatst
with an "expertise in higher
education and religion, and one

who can understand how the
integrity of each institution
operates, along with attempting
to see what bridges can be built
between the two," Rutledge said.
Shinto, ordained in the American
Baptist Church and an influential
member of this educational

organization,
fills
these
requirements, he added.
A fee of $2 for students and $4
for non-students will be charged
for the breakfast and the
workshop will be free. All in·
terested persons are invited to
attend.

By Julie Matsko
As Fiesta begins its second
day of activities, UNM campus
police said they expect this year's
Fiesta to be a "tame" event.
"This year only two days of
activities will be held outdoors,"
said UNM Police Chief Berry
Cox, "so things out to be pretty
tame."
Past Fiestas have posed some
disciplinary problems, Cox said.
The popular l!"'iesta street dances
used to be source of problems,
he said, because they would run
late into the evenings and attract
"off-campus drifters." With this
year's limit on outdoor events,
combined with an early curfew,
campus police said they do not
expect much trouble this year.
"The outdoor events scheduled
for Friday and Saturday," Cox
said. "are required to wind up
about 8 p.m., so there shouldn't
be many problems."
Beginning the second day of
Fiesta,
folksinger
David
Buckland will give a performance
today at noon in tha SUB. At 2
p.m. a band called Rio Grande
Gold will perform, followed by
the UNM Jazz Band at 4 p.m.

a

and the Mariachi Tapatio at 6
p.m.
On Thursday Puerto Rican
percussionists will start off the
day by giving a noon concert in
the SUB, followed by a children's
puppet show at 1 p.m. Later in
the afternoon the entertainment
will return to music. A band
calfed Painting will perform at 2
p.m., followed by two Mexican
bands - Zodiaco at 4 p.m. und
Los Chnvos at 6 p.m.
Friday's events will begin with
music and poetry by Ayocuan at
noon, followed at 1 p.m. by more
children's
entertainment
puppets, mimes and clowns. The
afternoon music will be per·
formed by Govinda at 2 p.m.,
Guerra at 4 p.m. and Bahia at 6
p.m. These events will be staged
on UNM's mall.
On Saturday the Fiesta will
wrap up its activities with music
by Lumbre at noon and children's
theatre at 1 p.m. The afternoon
music will be presented by Los
Bourget's at 2 p.m., Brown
Sugar at 4 p.m. and Frank
Chewiwie at 6 p.m.
All events during the Fiesta
are free and open to the public.

Outstanding students to be honored
Outstanding UNM students
will be honored at the second
annual Recognition Banquet
April22.
The banquet, with Ohio State
University President Harold
Enarson as keynote speaker, will
begin at 6:30 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. Tickets are on sale in
the Union box office and the
banquet is presented by the
Greater UNM Fund.
"The intent of the Recognition
Banquet is to honor Un•
dergraduate students who have
contributed to the University
through scholarship, leadership
and service, 11 said Assistant
Dean of Students Mary Barbee.
Toastmistress of the banquet
will be Associate Dean of
Students Karen Abrams, with

President William E. Davis and Alumni Association. Thy will
Vice President Marvin D. receive student service awards
Johnson also scheduled to speak. for their contributions to campus
Enarson, a 1940 UNM life.
graduate, has been Ohio State
Other awards will go to the
president since 1972, He is outstanding ASUNM senator,
chairman-elect of the National the outstanding Trailblazer and
Association of State Universities two outstan'ding students
and Land-Grant Colleges and a selected by the UNM Alumni
director of the American Council Association. Names of those
on Education.
honorees have not been released.
The outstanding Greek man
The University String Quartet award will be presented to Robert
and the Collegiate Singers will McDowell of Alpha Tau Omega,
provide entertainment for the a sophomore art major.
banquet.
Receiving residence hall
Among those honored at the scholarships will be Randy A.
Recognition Banquet will be Knapton, a junior mechanical
Juan Candalaria, director of engineering major, and senior
UNM' s
Special
Services biology major Cheryl A. Miller.
The Clauve award, named for
Program, and Peggy Ritchie,
past president of the UNM former UNM Dean of Women

Lena Clauve, will be presented to
six UNM seniors who have
combined academic excellence
with service to the campus. They
are Stephen James Anaya, Katy
Huff, Julia Ann Keating, Ramon
Mondragon, Jean Rostermundt
and Nancy K. Williams.
ASUNM Awards will be
presented to Alfonso A. Gon·
zales, president of the Student
Veterans Association; Reegie
Waites, Black Student Union
coordinator; Mike McKenzie,
past president of the Kiva Club;
Fred Montoya, a leader in the
Chicano Studies program; Polly
Park, director of Agora, the
student crisis center, and Herach
Deracoupiance, director of the
International Center.

Senate deals with confidential issue
By Lee Hilley
The confidentiality of faculty
records and a report on the status
of the Basic Skills program drew
extended discussion at Tuesday's
meeting of the Faculty Senate:
Tom Zepper, chairman of the
Ad Hoc Committee em Con·
fidentiality of Faculty Records,
presented a resume of the
committee's recommendations to
be adopted as University policy.
At issue in senate discussion

was wording on the proced:.ue for prohibiting their use altogether. Information and will be available
collecting information for faculty He and others argued that the upon signing a form stating the
member's files. The report acceptance of anonymous in- purpose for which the in·
authorizes the filing of in• formation would place a burden formation is sought.
Such public information in·
formation from an unidentified on the individual faculty member
source "upon atlthorized and to challenge or rebut material eludes data on educational
expressed promise of con· without being able to identify the qualifications, past employment,
promotions, attainment of
source.
fidentiality. ''
Balary,
sabbaticals,
The report was passed without tenure,
Jonathan Porter, associate
publications,
awards
and
the
amendment.
professor of history, introduced
achievements.
Information
on
faculty
an amendment which would
Matters not considered public
strike all references to such members regarded as public will
continued on page 10
unidentified sources - in effect be on file at the Office of Public
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National Briefs
Begin urges for
intensive meeting
Israeli
WASHINGTON
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin, in four hours of talks with
President Carter Tuesday,
suggested intensive meetings in
Egypt and Israel to speed up the
stalled Palestinian autonomy
negotiations, Israeli officials
said.
Begin opposed negotiations in
Washington as Carter and
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt
had proposed in their talks last
week.
White House officials would
not confirm Begin wanted to
substitute 20 days of meetings in
Egypt and 20 more in Israel
before the May 26 target date set
in the Camp David agreements
for a plan for limited Palestinian
self-government.
The Israelis said Carter was
leaning toward the proposal and
was in communication with
Sadat for his approval.
Administration and Israeli
officials agreed the first day of
the two-day Carter-Begin talks,
concluding with a White House
dinner, was useful and covered a
Jot of ground.

one week only
all sizes & colors
Style 8040 only

Disco Display
House

Steelworkers
ratify contract

sale at both locations

3123 Central NE (near the triangle)
153 Winrock Center

PITTSBURGH - The United
Steelworkers of America over·
whelmingly ratified Tuesday, a
new $5 billion, 3-year contract
with the steel industry giving
members a 9 percent wage in·
crease per year and 40 percent
over the life of the pact.
The 3-year total economic
package, approved 333-42, in·
eluded
cost-of-living
adjustments, but the hourly gain
per year could not be determined.
There were estimates ranging
from $2.84 to $3.44 per hour,
depending on which inflation
factor and other statistics were
used.

883-8887

Cobra decides to
eat her male mate
HOUSTON - Last fall, the
Monroe, La. zoo loaned the local
zoo a male cobra to breed with
the resident female. In return,
the generous Louisianans soon
will receive six baby cobras but not their father.
Mother cobra ate him shortly
after they mated.
"We examined the female,"

Quinn said. "She looked very
very heavy. We took her to the
zoo clinic and x-rayed her and,
sure enough, there he was inside
her,
"I guess they got along just
fine because she eventually laid
some eggs, but before she did so,
she ate him," Quinn said.
Quinn said cobras often eat
each other when there is sub·
stantial disparity in size. He said
the surprise in this instance was
that the 5-foot-8-inch male was
only a few inches shorter than the
6-foot female who ate him.

All 50 hostages
believed alive
WASHINGTON - Evidence
collected by International Red
Cross officials has convinced the
State Department all 50
American hostages are alive and
inside the Tehran Embassy
compound,
a
department
spokesman said Tuesday.
The spokesman said messages
from the hostages collected by
the Red Cross officials should be
reaching their families by the end
of the week.
"We are confident that there
are 50 people held hostage in the
embassy," spokesman Hodding
Carter said.
The captors have never con·
firmed that figure, and by
agreement with the militants, the
Red Cross officials who visited
the embassy were not permitted
to give out a total number of
prisoners but only said they saw
"all" ofthem.
Three other ranking embassy
officers have remained in the
Tehran foreign ministry building
since the embassy was seized
Nov.4.

Carter extends
heat restrictions
WASHINGTON - President
Carter, despite growing signs of a
world oil surplus, Tuesday ex·
tended for nine months his
unpopular emergency thermostat
restrictions on heating and air
conditioning for nearly 3 million
public buildings.
The president also will send
Congress soon a legislative
package making thermostat
limits "a permanent feature" of
domestic energy conservation
similar to the gas-saving 55 mph
speed limit, said Deputy Energy
Secretary John Sawhill.
Sawhill announced the ex·
tension during a news conference

byUPI
and brief appearance before the
Senate energy regulation subcommittee,
The
rule
limiting
air
conitioning to 78 degrees in
summer and heating to 65
degrees in winter were to expire
at midnight Tuesday.

Producer denies
any wrong doing
SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. Theatrical producer Roy Radin
denied Tuesday he had assaulted
or otherwise abused actressmodel Melonie Haller, the female
"sweathog" on the "Welcome
Back Kotter" television series.
Radin, 30 issued the denial
from his 72-room mansion in
Southampton where Haller told
police she was beaten and raped
last weekend.
The statement said Haller, 22,
who posed nude for a recent issue
of Playboy Magazine, arrived at
the mansion on Friday with
Robert McKeage IV, an "invited
guest."
During their stay, "Haller was
observed drinking extensively
and fell a number of times,"
Radin's statement said.
She "shared Jiving facilities"
with McKeage, and on Saturday,
"Radin requested that McKeage
remove Haller from his home"
because
of her "erratic
behavior."

CHICAGO - Claiming to be
freedom fighters who should be
sent to military prisoner of war
camps or exiled to neutral
countries, 10 suspected Puerto
Rican terrorists were arraigned
Tuesday on robbery, theft and
weapons charges.
The 10 F ALN members appeared amid tight security before
Chief Cook County Criminal
Court Judge Richard J. Fit·
zgerald but boisterously refused
to enter pleas to the charges
against them.
"Your honor, I am a prisoner
of war,'' said defendant Carlos
Torres, who long had headed the
FBI's most wanted list.
"This is an illegal hearing," he
told Fitzgerald. "We do not
recognize the jurisdiction of this
court. It is my position that I be
turned over immediately to a
prisoner of war camp or to a
neutral country. This country
had no right to do this. This is an
illegal act."

The UNM Interfraternity
Council, along with more than a
dozen national corporations, is
sponsoring a "Penthouse Car
Wash" to help fight leukemia
Saturday, April19, from noon to
4p.m.
The proceeds from the car
wash, to be held in the parking
lot at the intersection of
University and Mesa Vista, will
go to the Leukemia Society of
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Sponsored by PIRGt on the

maU coday~ 1-3 p.m.
Physitll Thetlpy Club- Meeu today, 6 p.m., for a
potluck dinner in rhe Surge Building (nonh (!ampus).
Room 243. Dring rood to serve four. Bill Rohrig will
demonMrate back and knee evaularion.
Trailblaun - Election tricetlhg today, 6:30p.m., in
rheChi Omega House, IB10Mesa Vista NE.
Teach~er CntirlcaUon - How does one get h? All
cducati(ln .students invited to SCEC meeting today, 7
p.m., in the Education Building. Room 104.
Lecture - Photographer Owen Widmer will speak
today, r1 p.m., in the Fine Arts Cem~r, Roo~ 1018.
W.idmc:r. who has exhibited her work mternat•onatly,
will taUt about turd show slides of her photograph)',
Srnfor Rechll - ken Gardner on trumpet today,
8:15p.m., in Keller Hall. Free.
Black St•drnt Union- Meets today, 8 p.m., in Afro·
American StudieS, 1819 Roms NE.
Cancellrd- This week's PIRO board meeting.
Hhpono Eo&ln,.rlft& Oralnl,.llon Mctl•
Thursday, April .17, 7 p.m., in the Farris Enginet:ring
Center Old Lecture Hall. Elections for ne1e1 year will
be held as well lis distribution c;f 1-tEO scholarship
applications.
Delti Slam• PI- Meets Thursday, April17, 7 p.m.,
In the Moc;t Court Roor11 of the Law School. Guest
speaker Tcny Delaport or McDonald's will tell
about management and. foundation organizations,
l:CKANKAR - Introductory program. ''Ectu The
Joys or SJ)irituai-Growth; 11 Thursday, Apriii'1,7:JO
p.m., In the SUB, Ro()m:2500.
Junior Rtclial ...... Paula Higgins on nute Thursday,
i\ptil17, 8:1S p.tn.,in Keller Hall. Free.

Steve
Tomasi,
UNM
sophomore and IFC car-wash
coordinator, said all nine
fraternities will participate, along
with five Penthouse magazine
Pets.
"We were approached by
Penthouse because we are fairly
close· knit and well organized. We
have also raised more than $3,000
for muscular dystrophy in the
past. We have set a goal for this
drive at $5,000," he said.
"A number of friends and
fraternity brothers have friends
or relatives who have died from
leukemia. Last year one of our
brothers died from the disease. It
struck close to home and we have
an opportunity to do something.
We're real enthused," he said.
During the car wash, fraternity
members will compete for prizes
for the fastest car wash, the most
tickets sold, the most cars
washed and the best original
poster
competitions.
Prizes
include a trip for two to Las
Vegas, Wharfedale speakers,
Casio calculators and watches, an
RCA color television donated by
STP, a BSR turntable, a Sony
cassette deck, a Sansui stereo
receiver and Saucony athletic
bags.
Each person buying a car wash
ticket will have his or her car
washed, receive approximately
$15 of car care products from

STP and Turtle Wax and be
eligible for the car wash drawing.
Prizes include a trip for two to
the Virgin Islands by Lotus
Tours, a Minolta camera, an
Empire phonograph cartridge
and Sony tape carousels and
cassettes.
Car wash tickets may be
purchased from any UNM
fraternity, Tomasi or at the
parking lot where the car wash
will be held.

Emergency group
seeks volunteers

ROFESSIONS CLUB

BLOOD DRIVE
Today
North SUB
Ballroom
9am · 3pm

10°/o off on all

Boots

in stock
with this ad.

Brands: Tony Lama
Justin

Sanders

BOB'S
110 Wyoming S.E.

Yes, we still make our famous suntfaes
true-frwt topPtngs-ltke raspberry and Ptne·
apple And the richest chocolate and bolterscotch around We know that's the only way

So come treat yourseU to your favonte flavor
now, and save. At a parttctpaltng DAIRY QUEEN"
store

Volunteers are needed to staff
the suicide crisis emergency
telephone service of the Bernalillo
County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center.
"We're looking for mature
individuals who can arrange to
work in four-hour blocks," said
service coordinator Mary Louise
Baca.
Volunteers receive two-day
training in offering help and
referral information in emergency
telephone situations. Ongoing
monthly training is also provided
by BCMH/MRC staff.
Interested persons should
contact Katie Blea, BC·
MH/MRC crisis unit, for ad·
ditionai information and ap·
pointments for screening interviews.
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Herzberg is the holder of more than 30 honorary
degrees from universities in Canada, England,
Ireland, the U.S., Sweden,· Germany, India and
Israel. He is a fellow, member or foreign associate
of six royal societies or national scademies of
science.
His research achievements have been recognized
by such awards as the Faraday Medal of the
Chemical Society of London and the Willard Gibbs
Medal from the American Chemical Society.
Herzberg has served as president of the
Canadian Association of Physicists in 1956-57 and
of the Royal Society of Canada in 1966-67. He was
vice president of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics during the period 1957-63.
Both of Herzberg's lectures .at UNM are free of
charge and open to the public.

IFC, Penthouse sponsor car wash

Wednesday's Spec1al
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present two public talks at the UNM department of
physics and astronomy on April23 and 25.
Ge"thard Herzberg will visit the University as
part of the "Distinguished Lectures Series on
Science and Technology," sponsored jointly by
UNM and Sandia Corporation.
On Wednesday, April23, Herzberg will speak on
"The Interplay of Molecular Spectroscopy and
Astronomy," beginning at 8 p.m. in the lecture
room of Regener Hall at UNM.
On Friday, Apdl 25, he will speak on the
"Rydberg Spectrum of Triatomic Hydrogen,"
beginning at 4 p.m. in Regener Hall.
Regener Hall is located on Redondo Drive
between the Farris Engineering Center and the
psychology building.
Herzberg was born and educated in Germany,
receiving his doctorate from Darmstadt Institute
of Technology in 1928. From 1928 to 1930, he did
post-graduate work in Germany and Epgland.
In 1935, he went to Canada to be Research
Professor of Physics at the University of
Saskatchewan for 10 years, then became professor
of spectroscopy at Yerkes Observatory, University
of Chicago, unitl1949.
From 1948 to the present he has been associated
with the National Research Council of Canada. He
served as director of the council's division of pure
research from 1949 to 1969 and has since been with
the council as Distinguished Research Scientist.
Herzberg was awarded the 1971 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry "for his contributions to the knowledge
of the electronic structure and geometry of
molecules, particularly free radicals." In com·

menting on Herzberg's prb:e, the Swedish
Academy noted that his investigations provided
''extremely precise information on molecular
energies, rotation, vibrations and electronic
structures ... The work on the hydrogen molecule
is especially outstanding."
In the two lectures .at UNM, Herzberg will
discuss areas of long-standing interest to him. In
the talk on molecules and astronomy, examples
will be taken from the subjects of stellar at·
mospheres, planetary atmospheres, and especially
the study of comets and of the interstellar medium.
In the second talk, Herzberg, who spent many
years investigating diatomic hydrogen, will
describe the recent discovery of a spectrum that
can be assigned to the normally unstable triatomic
hydrogen.
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Anaya, Ortiz will highlight
Indian 'Brotherhood' event

Opinion

George, hire that Ellenberger fellow
By Paula Easley
University of Virginia basketball
star Ralph Sampson last week
turned down an offer to play
professional basketball and agreed
to stay on at Virginia and play, "for
at least one more year.''
Did Ralph agree to stay at
Virginia because he likes to go to
classes, to live in a small dorm
room. to play for nothing and not to
be in a 7-Up commercial? No wavl
Ralph, like any other smart
athlete, bargained with school
officials, state senators and the
First National Bank of Virginia.
"Yeah, well there is one thing
you could do for me, do you think
you could gilt the guys in my dorm
to stop usin(J my shoes for
waterskiis?"
"George, get Ralp~ a fivebedroom house with a pool,

basketball court and all the trimmings, and h<~ve a 24-hour security
guard on the shoe closet, How is
that Ralph?"
"Hey man that's great, but I
don't need nothing like that, man,
besides I'd nead a maid to keep it
clean."
"George, get Ralph a maid,
about 19 or 20, not married and
about 6-foot-5."
"Do you guys think that you
could help one of my friends from
high school get into school here?
He's got good grades."
"George, from now accept any
applications coming from anyone
having graduated from Harrisburg
High School."
"As long as I am staying, do you
think you could help me pick out
some clothes so that I look
'preppie' like the rest of the guys?"

"George, get down to the store
and buy anything with an alligator
on it, some khaki pants, a sweater
with Ralph's initials on it and see if
they have topsiders In size 23."
"Hey, man, like last semester I
was sort of low on eating money.
Think I could get a loan 7"
"George, from now on leave
$1,000 every Friday in Ralph's
locker down at the gym, along with
10 m 20 credit cards."
"Man, like .everything you are
do!ng for me is great, but I got to
go give blood to pay for some new
tires on that '53 Chevy of mine."
"George, get downtown and get
Ralph two new cars, one for odd
days and one for even days. Try
and get them here in about 10
minutes."
"Hey, man, that's great, my
mom is going to be so proud of me,
you know she never went to school

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

or nothing."
"George, get Ralph's mother a
degree. M.D. or Ph.D, whichever is
handy, then hire her here at the
school. Pay her like you would
anyone else, about $250,000."
"There is just one more thing you
could help me with. People are
always bugging me, do you think
you could make me smarter?"
"George you heard the man, do
something about that, this maybe
the biggy that would keep him here
two more years."
"Hey man like thanks a lot for
everything, but I did have one
question. Is all of this stuff legal? I
heard about some school in Mexico
or somewhere that got in trouble
for stuff like this."
"George hire that Ellenberger
fellow, he'll take away Ralph's
doubts about what is legal!"
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Letters
Free space
Editor:
Not all that long ago I would have
found the naive 1960s style idealism
expressed in John Wylie's April 10
letter supporting the moon treaty
quaint, but reassuring in its faith in
goodness of o.ur fellow human
beings. Now however, it strikes me
as dangerously foolish and sadly
out of touch with the times.
The 1980s are here: it's time to
realize that there are forces op·
posed to us abroad in the world ··
and they favorthe moon treaty.
Accepting it as it stands might
lead to "a beautiful new age of
cooperation in space," if your idea
of cooperation is common slavery
to an international regime that
would recognize no rights but its
own.
I call that un-American. I call it
pro·Communist, too, because the
Soviets would have a far greater
say in the governing body than we
would and the -treaty would permit
only governments to conduct
activities in space - neither corporations nor private individuals
would have any right of self·
determination.
~cw

History shows that there isn't any
such thing as a free lunch, yet
that's what the treaty seeks. I'm
not opposed to corporation: what I
object to is being ordered by those
who have not helped and yet hope
.
to gain from it.
Ultimately space will be free
anyway, simply because it's a
frontier. All the mooon treaty can
do is to delay it, shackling
development by inhibiting in·
vestment.
Our basic concern here should be
getting humanity out of its
planetary cradle and into space.
While it would be nice to think of
our race moving out in a peaceful,
united effort, we must realize that
historically, greed has always
moved humans much mote quickly
than self-sacrifice and that people
are going to fight wherever they
are.
I don't know where Wylie got his
information, but there are no U.S.Soviet joint missions being planned. The Russians have tested killer
satelites, anti·satelite lasers and
wanted to include the space shuttle
in SALT II as a weapon. But they
back the moon treaty, so if they
want to board my spaceship, it
must be to "promote goodwill and
trust." Sure.

Finally, while our present value
system may be endangering our
Motherworld, the best thing we can
do for it is to get our industry offpia net, where there are endless
resources, no ecology to destroy
and no natives to dispossess. The
fastest way to do that is through
free competition and I believe that it
will ultimately prove to be the
fairest way as well.
-J. Edward Nelson

No poetry
Editor:
The students' rejection of the
ASUNM/GSA Poetry Series is
disappointing.
I once knew a rich atheist who
contributed generously to every
church in his community even
though he never darkened their
doors. When asked why, he said,
"because I wouldn't want to live in
a town that didn't have any
churches."
Similarly, a university without
poetry is an impoverished academic
environment for students of all
disciplines.
-Ann Applegarth

Editor:
There was no action taken on the
alleged conflict of interest investigation of Gary Doberman,
because the facts did not support
the accusation.
My initial opinion, in which I
demanded
Doberman's
resignation, was refuted point by
point. As a result of evidence
produced and presented to me by
Doberman and statements from F.
Stewart Houck, ASUNM Film
Committee chariman (inJ 1979,
members of the Film Committee
and Micheal Roeder, associate
director of the New Mexico Union, I
reversed my opinion.
All evidence gathered in my
investigation of this matter is accessible to the public. The ASUNM
Senate is not responsible, nor is
President Ortiz, except indirectly,
for any action I take on alleged
conflict of interest within the Film
Committee,
-W. Mark Sims
-Attorney General
-ASUNM
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"This national poetry reading with its multicultural theme is a tribute to the tricentenial of the
Pueblo Revolt," Ortiz said. "It symbolizes what is
known to have been a necessary revolt achieved by
descendents of Indian, Hispanic and African
peoples all commonly impoverished by Spanish
colonization 200 years after the initial European
settlement of the Americas,"
Ortiz said the anthology titled "A Celebration of
Brotherhood" will be published this fall by the
Tricentenial Commission.
"It will depict the multi-cultural heritage of the
Southwest and promote the goal of the commission
to educate the public about the nature of the 1680
revolt and what it has meant in the history of New
Mexico," he said.

Supreme Court bolster
protects home privacy
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Supreme Court ruled 6·3
Tuesday that the constitution requires police to obtain a
warrant before entering a felony suspect's home to arrest him.
The decision overturned a New York statute which allowed
warrantless entries for an arrest, and reversed the convictions of
two men who challenged the law.
The court has long held the individual's right to privacy bars
warrantless entries for searches and seizures. Tuesday, for the
first time, it extended that principle to arrests, thus settling
conflicting decisions in lower courts.
"In terms that apply equally to seizures of property and
seizures of persons, the fourth amendment has drawn a finn line
at the entrance to the house," Justice John Paul Stevens worte
for the court majority.
"Absent exigent circumstances, that threshold may not
reasonbly be crossed without a warrant."
In two other decisions handed down Tuesday, the court:
-Ruled 8·1 that a sentencing judge may consider a
defendant's failure to coooperate with authorities in imposing a
longer jail term.
This upheld the conviction and sentence of a District of
Columbia man for unlawful use of a telephone to facilitate heroin
distribution.
-Ruled 5-3 that the Quinault Indians in Washington State,
who claim the federal government mismanaged their forested
trust lands, may not sue for money damages under an 1887 Act.
In the New York case, the majority opinion rejected the
reasoning of the state appeals court, holding that differences in
"intrusiveness" between police entries to search and those to
arrest "are merely ones of degree rather than kind."
The two share "a fundamental characteristic: the breach of
the entrance to an individual's home," Stevens wrote.
"The fourth amendment protects the individual's privacy in a
variety of settings. In none is the zone of privacy more clearly
defined than when bounded by the unambiguous physical
dimensions of an individual.' a home.''
However, the opinion drew distinctions between arrests
without a warrant in public places - which they upheld in a
1976 ruling- and those in homes.

• _ _ (,JA

NEW YORK (UPI) - A 17th·
century Mohawk woman who fled
her village and walked 200 miles
so she could lead the life of a
devout Christian has become the
first American Indian to be
considered for sainthood, it was
announced Tuesday.
Cardinal Terence Cooke told a
news conference that on June 22,
Pope John Paul will confer the
title of "blessed" - one step
short of canonization - on
Kateri Tekakwitha, who was
known as the "Lily of the
Mohawks" when she died at the
age of24 in 1680.
If Tekakwitha is canonized,
she will join three other American
saints - St. Frances Cabrini and
St. Elizabeth Seton, both
religious sisters, and St. John
Neumann, a Philadelphia bishop.
Kateri Tekakwitha was born in

EXPERT SERVICE ON MOST FOREI.GN MAKES

Journal. Cruz, a leading spokesman for the Puerto
Rican literary movement, is the author of
"Tropicalization."
Two other local writers, Laura Tohe and Jenny
Montoya, will also participate in the poetry
program.

Auriesville, N.Y., the site of the
murders of the Rev. Isaac Jogues
and seven other French
missionaries.
She was the daughter of a
Mohawk chief and an Algonquin
mother who had been raised as a
Christian.
When she was 4, an outbreak
of smallpox ravaged her village
and took the lives of her mother,
father and brother. She was left
with poor eyesight and a scarred
face.
"She experienced what so
many collilnunities of native
Americans have known even to
this day - poverty, constant
upheaval and the tragic effects of
warfare," Cooke said in his
announcement outside St.
Patrick's Cathedral,
Tekakwitha was adopted by
her father's brother, who became

~~

A senior medical student·from
UNM School of Medicine is
studying in Las Vegas, N .M.,
with physician Douglas Hughes,
gaining first-hand experience in
family
.medicine.
Catherine Baca is participating
in the medical school's
Preceptorship Program, ad·
ministered through the UNM
department of family, com·
munity and emergency medicine.
Baca wiU be in Las Vegas until
May2.
The preceptorship program
gives senior · UNM medical
students the opportunity to
study with a private practitioner
in one of 26 community sites
throughout New Mexico. During
their four-week experience, the
students observe and experience
health care delivery outside an
academic setting.
"Many students feel this is one
of the best experiences they have
had in their four years of medical
school," said Ann Starks,
program administrator.
Physician preceptors donate
their time to teach the medical
students who participate in the
program. 1'he UNM program has
been in existence since 1973, and
about 90 students participate
annually. The School of Medicine
requires all seniors to train away
from the Medical Center for at
least four weeks before they
graduate.

chief. Despite his opposition, she
became a Catholic in 1676, when
she was 19, and took the name
Kateri, or Katherine.
Her uncle was furious and his
adopted daughter became little
better than a slave.
On the advice of a missionary,
the Rev. Jacques De LIID1·
berville, she left her village
secretly in 1677 and walked 200
miles to Caughnawaga, just
outside Montreal, where there
was a Christian Mohawk set·
tlement.
She received her first communion there on Christmas day.
F'or the next 2 and one half
years, she led a life of prayer,
austerity and charity. She made
a decision not to marry - an
unheard of thing for an Indian
girl then - and it almost reduced
her to being a beggar.
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UNM faculty members Simon Ortiz and
Rudolpho Anaya will be among participants in an
evening of poetry readings titled "A Celebration of
Brotherhood," scheduled for April 26 at 7 p.m. at
the Indian :Pueblo Cultural Center in Albuquerque.
Sponsored by the All Indian Pueblo Council's
Tricentenial Commission, the free poetry reading is
part of a series of activities planned to com·
memorate the Pueblo Revolt of 1680,
Ortiz, an Acoma Indian, is a coordinator of the
poetry event. He is the author of "A Good Journey" and "Howbah Indians." Anaya is the author
of "Bless Me, Ultima" and Tortuga." Both men
teach creative writing in the UNM English
department. Earlier this year they participated in a
White House salute to American poets.
·
Other nationally known poets who will read their
poetry and prose at the event are Ishmael Reed,
Robert Callahan and Victor Hernadez Cruz.
Reed, an Afro-American poet and prose writer,
is the author of "Flight to Canada" and "The Last
Days of Louisiana Red." Callahan is an IrishAmerican pm>t, essayist and editor of New WOrld

FOREIGN AUTO SERVICE

3. TACO BURGERS
3 CHALUPAS
Regular Price: $3.84

5:00 p.m. 'till Closing

2608 Centrai.S.E.

Tickets Now Available For
ALBUQUERQUE OPERA TIIEATRE

Fri. & Sat.
April IS & 19
8:15

~~CJJOHEME
Tl<k<IS S12.00, $9.50, $8.50, H. SO
STU/SRS · S I .00 dtscounr

A CHASSIDIC EXPERIENCE

Sunday
May 4
3:00p.m.

Theodore
Bikel
In Concert
Tickets $12, $10, $8- Ali Srudcnts, Seniors $1.00 discount

TICKETS AT POPEJOY AND ALL TlCKETMASTER OUTLETS

For complete details, call:

277·3121

The Southwest's Center for the Arts

NOW OPEN I
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Tan in a delightful indoor beach
setting ..• a perfect tan, in minutes
per visit, without the sun!

It's Fun•lt's Cool and Comfortable
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Two-Month Membership

$35

Entitles You to 20 Sessions

•••••••••••••••••••••
Single Sessions

$3.00 I8Ch
Conveniently located:
Across Central Avenue from UNM
between Lobo Miss and Schlotzsky's
Sandwich Shop.
Stop by, look us over, and let us
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Sports

New Mexico captures title
in BYU Soccer Invitational

Lacrosse Classic
coming to Johnson
Field this weekend

Mental errors need repairs
By Martin Janowski
UNM head football Coach Joe Morrison said
Tuesday the team's play in last week's scrimmage
was jn{proved from the previous week, but the
Lobos need to work on correcting their mental
errors.
"We looked better than last week," Morrison
said. "We made too many mental eJTors in the
scrimmage, but we're improving. We're still
moving some people around and evaluating the
personnel."
Morrison has been pleasantly surprised by the
adjustments the team has made to the I formation
offense and the 5-2 Oklahoma defense. He said all
the players have shown improvement and no

positions have been secured by any member of the
team. The quarterback position has turned into a
three-way race.
"(Dave} Osborn, (Brad} Wright, and (Robbin}
Gabriel are all about even right now," Morrison
said. ''All three of them could play quarterback for
us right now. We haven't made a decision on who
will be the starter."
Morrison expects the team to scrimmage
Saturday, April 19, if he has enough defensive
lineman. The practice is scheduled tentatively for
1:30 p.m.
"Last Saturday, we put in some new plays that
we had learned," Morrison said. "We wan.ted to
take a look at everything we had learned and to get
our base offense set."

By Gail Rosenblum
UNM's Lacrosse Club plays
host to the four-team New
Mexico
Lacrosse
Classic
Saturday and Sunday at Johnson
Field.
Weekend action begins with
UNM battling New Mexico Tech
at 10:30 a.m. Saturday. The
Tucson Lacrosse Club meets Air
Force Prep at 1 p.m. Saturday.
Sunday's consolation game
begins at 10:30 a.m., followed by
the championship game at 1 p.m.
Presentation of tournament
awards will immediately follow
the final match.
"This should be the first
lacrosse tournament in New
Mexico unless the Indians had
one, and they had poor publicity,
I guess," said Don Sattler,
president of the club.
This will be Tech's first official
game, hesaid.
In its second season of com·
petition, the UNM Lacrosse Club
is 2·4 overall.
Sattler said the team will be
joining the Rocky Mountain
Lacrosse Association next year.
"This will take a lot of burden off
being
an
independent
organization," he said.
He said the club will play
exhibition matches next fall and
will officially join the association
next spring.

Presently, Sattler said, UNM
must schedule games around
other teams in the the southwest.
But many teams already have set
schedules and cannot fit in the
Lobos.
"This way, we'll have a set
schedule at the beginning. This
will show people that we are a
stable organization and that we'll
be around for a long time."
He said the club will play at
least six home games as a
member of the association.
The club received $1,000 this
semester which went toward the
puchase of equipment. Traveling
expenses come out of team
members' own funds, Sattler
said.
There are presently about 20
regular players, but Sattler said
there is always a need for more.
The team is open to all UNM
students, faculty and non·
students, but 60 percenl; of the
members must be UNM students
to maintain a university charter.
The club dropped two matches
in Colorado Springs last
weekend, losing to Air Force
Prep, 10-5, and to the Air Force
junior varsity, 11-3.
Lobo Lenny Loughran scored
four goals and Ray Uriarte added
one goal in the first game. John
Mackay, Loughran and Uriarte
each scored one goal in the
second contest.
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Participating in her first
collegiate track meet, freshman
Martha Reinert won the javelin
throw in the John Jacobs Relays
in Norman, Okla., last weekend
with a toss of 142 feet. The Lobo
basketball
player
from
Bellingham, Wash., broke the
school record by 22 feet. Last
season in basketball, the 6-foot-0
Reinert averaged 6.5 points and
4.9 rebounds in 18 games.

Walt Arnold led the Lobo
baseball team in hitting last
Friday against Hawaii, pach.g
UNM's sweep of the two games.
He went 5-6 at the plate with two
home runs - one a grand slam two doubles and six RBI. The
senior from Los Alamos is second
on the team in home runs with
seven for the season. Arnold was
selected to the all-WAC baseball
team in 1979. He played tight
end for the Lobo football team.
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Test PreparatiOn Speclalisls
Since 1938

Sat 9·6 p.m.

In the second game, Mukora scored a penalty
goal and a conversion. Tom Cordova scored a try,

Runners' clinic planned
in conjunction with Lite Run
The third annual four-mile
Spring Lite Run is May ? at 9
a.m. on Frontage Road west of
the North Golf Course. The race
is open to all UNM students,
faculty, staff and non-university
participants.
No collegiate track lettermen
or track team members will be

allowed to compete in the
university division.
Entries are being accepted in
Johnson Gym Room 230. There
is a $3 registration fee.
In conjunction with the Lite
Run, the Intramural program
will sponsor a runners' clinic May
1 at 4
in Johnson

Room 154.
Lite Hun shirts will b!'
presented to the first 200
registrants.
Awards will be given to first·
place finishers in trn divisions. A
special award will be !-,>iven to the
person who most closely guesses
the
time.

The ASUNm Film Committee
ptesents

SPEAKERS ON THE ART OF FILm

KENNETH ANGER

Kenneth Anget In
person, ffiaglck Lantern Cycle Part I.
Ovet two nights Kenneth Anger will scr..n and dlscusa his complete works the Anger maglck Lantern Cycle: Flteworks
(1947), Puce moment (1949), Rabbit's moon (1950), Ea<1x
D'Artlflce (1953), Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome (1954),
Scorpio Rising (1963), Kustom Kar Kommandos (1965), Invocation of my Demon Brother (1969), and Lucifer Rising, Part I

(1974). 8:00

Kenneth Anger In
Petson, ffiaglck Lantetn Cycle Part II.

A seminar that could change

Kenneth Anger describes Lucifer Rising, Po.rt I as "Isis
(Nature) wakes. Osiris (Death) answets. Lilith (D•sttoyer)
climbs to th• Place of Sactlflc•. The magus activates the Cltcle
until Lucifer .. Btlnget of Light - bteaks through." 8:00

your career, your major, your
income, your life. Men and
women who have changed to
exciting and rewarding
ca recrs with

CENTURY21
REAL ESTATE
·will be on campus to give you
the full story,

Arrowhead Square
266·2949
Mon-Fri 9·9 p.m. Sat 9-6 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 17:

TONIGHT!

SEMINAR
9·9 p.m.

Pat Barron and Carl Hawkins each scored a try
for the Lobos in the first game. Pat Mukora kieked
a conversion, for two points, and scored a penalty
goal, for three points.

TONIGHT, APRIL 16:

your copy al

RAG SHOP
N0.2
1200 Yale SE
255·6251
or
"'~
RAG SHOP N0.1
2123 San Mateo NE

For the looks that get the looks r\1

Mon-Fri

Although Lamar came back with six points, the
Lobos held on to win.

"Firewotks comes ftom that beautiful night ftom which emetge all the true works. It touches the quick
of the soul and this Ia vety tate." -Jean Cocteau. Anget Is the author of Hollywood Babylon.

ask for

Command Performance~
Albuquerque, N.M.

The club will compete in one
more tournament. this sea1mn, the
St. ,John's Soccer Tournament,
May 10-11 in Santa Fe. All New
Mexico collegtls with soccer dubs
or teams have been invited to
participate.

Ruggers win second tourney

Walt Arnold

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810
GMAT • OAT • DCAT • PCAT
VAT • 'MAT • SAT

the team does not receive fUllding
next semester, it will be
disbanded and members will play
Albuquerque city league soccer.

~

Muff Reinert

"SELLERS
GUIDE"

Sierra Vista Shopping Center
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The UNM Rugby Club left Lamar, Colo., last
weekend with its second tournament championship
title in two months.
The Lobos breezed past Wyoming, 13-4, and
Lamar, 9"6, Friday and Saturday. UNM won the
St. Patty's Day Tourney in Socorro March 15.
UNM grabbed a 4-0 halftime lead against
Wyoming and dominated the game from then on.
Against Lamar, UNM jumped out to a 9-0 lead.

complete lnformaUon
In our

At Command Performance we
.know the secret of a well ..shaped
haircut: adapt the hairstyle you
ask for to the hair you come
in with.
That's also why our haircut will
get you all the l(X)ks you're
looking for.
ShamJX10, precision cut and
blow dry for men and women. $14.
No appointment necessary, ever.

-~"".

-

.

,, ...

Sit down and
get into
petfect shape.

By Paula Easley
nament's most valuable player.
The UNM Soccer Club won
Lobo forward Tom Renfro
four games and recorded two scored five goals.·
shutouts while capturing the
The team was awarded a
seven-team Brigham Young trophy which will be presented to
Soccer Invitational title last UNM Director of Athletics John
weekend in Provo, Utah.
Bridgers in the near future,
UNM beat BYU 3-1, Weber Renfro said.
.
State 4-0 and runner-up
Renfro said 15 team members
Wyoming 4-0.
made the trip with their own
Leone! Quintana, a sweeper for funds because the club is not
UNM, was named the tour- funded by UNM. He said the if

1\oom 23lE, 7:30p.m.

TONIGHT
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Reception and
autogtaph patty for Kenneth Anger Qt the
Living Batch Bookstore 4 to 6 p.m.
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Admission to the Wed. & Thurs.
screenings In the SUS theater:
ASUNm Students: 11.75
Others
12.25
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American hostages allowed
to send personal notes home

Distinctive Dinners

Authentic Maudarin, Szechuan & Cantonese Cuisine

l>lnn~r-!14!rved

tunch-serw.d ll :30 a.m. • 2:30 p.rn. M041. ~ Fri.,
$:00 p.m.· 9::-10 p.m, Mon • TI111u: 5:00p.m • lO:OO p m. Fri·~.al

Big River Production Presents

Gil Scott-Heron

Donna Jones views a sculpture in the UNMteaching gallery. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Student art show lacks heart
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PROFESSIONAL
MARKETING
Training Opportuni
For This Summer!
2,1ntense training is provided.
3.College grad profits- S3,600 plus.
4.Management techniques developed.

P.r..!

By Dale Kappy
History, technique and virtuosity displayed in
art mean little to any but a rarefied few. Most
people who stroll into an art show want to be
amused, titillated, maybe even moved.
''What is he trying to say? What was he trying
to do?" people ask when viewing art. Often, even if
they miss the point, they are sincere in wanting to
know.
Such was my attitude when I saw art works by
39 student artists in the UNM Art Building
teaching gallery.
Nevertheless, I was disappointed by the lack of
heart or force displayed in the works of this multi·
media show. Academic or conceptual con·
siderations unfortunately make this lack of feeling
such a common thing in the visual arts that it is
almost universal.
The visual arts seem to be hung up with pretty
little things - aesthetics for aesthetics sake, mere
display of facility or clever, but somehow petty,
intellectual statements. Contemporary art has
almost everything one can imagine except the most
essential ingredient - heart. Almost no one, it
would appear, really has anything to say; and for
this reason visual art has become superficial and

cheap.
Whether the quality of work in this particular
student show is truly representative of the artists
themselves, whether the works chosen by the
jurors were the cream of the crop, we cannot know.
No one can really judge the students represented
on the basis of a single piece. Furthermore, making
art is not easy. It is a rare event. Beyond skill and
will, art cannot exist without an element of
serendipity.
To a great extent, what I saw at the teaching
gallery is indicative not only of what students are
doing, but what many teachers and famous artists
are doing everywhere - not much.
About the critic: Born and raised in New York

City, Dale Kappy has had a lifelong involvement
with aesthetic~ beginning from the first grade,
when he first picked up a pen. A graduate of Pratt
Institute, where received a liberal arts education
and a degree in Visual Communications, he has 10
years experience as a corporate designer and
illustrator. He has been a model, and he has had
some experience as a public school teacher. But in
the dubious role of critic, he does not stand on his
credentials but on self-understanding.

High priest of Existentialism dies
One West Madison 1 Phoenix, Az.. 85003
in Albuquerque: 266•7079
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PARIS (UPI)
French his health began to rapidly
philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, worsen and by Tuesday af·
the high-priest of Existentialism ternoon, his physicians told
and one of the giant minds of the Sartre's close family members
20th century, died Tuesday from and friends that the end was
near.
lung disease at the age of 74.
His teachings - a man is what
Also at his bedside at the time
he does and is responsible only to
of
his death were Sartre's
himself and his fellow men adopted
daughter, Arlette El
provided a new vision of .life for
Kaim,
and
Liliane Siegel, who
generations of young people.
wrote
one
of the last works
Sartre's companion, French
Sartre.
published
about
feminist writer Simone De
The
author
of
scores of plays
Beau voir was at his bedside when
he died from pulmonary edema at and books, Sartre was born June
9 p.m. Paris time, a spokesman 21, 1905 in Paris. His Alsatian
mother, Anne Marie Schweitzer,
at the Broussais Hospital said.
was
the niece of the Nobel-Prize·
The philosopher's death was
winning
scientist Albert Sch·
made public two hours later and
weitzer.
television and radio stations
His father, Jean-Baptiste
throughout France broke into
regular
programming
to Sartre, was a French naval officer
who died when Sartre was 18
broadcast the news.
Outside the hospital, small months old.
Sartre never married but
groups of curious onlookers
shared
his life with the pioneer of
gathered at the doors.
French feminism, Simone De
Sartre, nearly blind in his later Beauvoir, whom he often called
years, was afflicted with a painful his muse and Confidante.
Even with his illness, Sartre
lung disease that often affects
persons suffering from hyper· would put in a eight·hour day
tension and cardiac insufficiency. dictating essays and articles to a
Symptoms include continuous secretary.
Sartre, one of the giants of
coughing and fluid in the lungs.
He underwent emergency modern philosophy, rejected all
oxygen treatment when he was. honors including the Nobel Prize
hospitalized March 20. His for literature which was awarded
condition improved slightly after him in 1964. Among his best·
the initial, treatments. But then known works were the plays "No

Exit" and "Les Mouches."
A prolific writer, turning out
plays and film scenarios as
frequently as philosophical books
and essays, Sartre brought the
of Existentialism
principles
within the reach of everyone.
When World Warllbrokeout,
Sartre was drafted as a private
and soon taken prisoner. After
nearly a year in prison, he
escaped with forged papers.
Upon his clandestine return to
Paris, he was active in the
resistance movement.
Sartre soon became the center
of 11 literary circle that used as its
headquarters Paris' Left Bank
Cafe Du Flore.
Rejecting the French Legion of
Honor for his resistance activity,
refusing to join the French
Communist Party despite him
Marxist views, Sartre became a
political activist dedicated to
fighting repression wherever he
saw it.
In the late 1950s and early
1960s, Sartre was an outspoken
opponent of the French war in
Algeria.
With the publication of an
album of souvenir photos of him
in 1978, Sartre remarked, "I
think of death only with
tranquility, as an end . . . I
refuse to let death hamper life.
Death must enter life only to
define it (give it its meaning)."

Messages
from American
hostages in Iran began trickling
home to loved ones Tuesday with
assurances they were weathering
theri captivity in good health, if
not in the best of spirits.
Pat Lee of Falls Church, Va.,
wife of hostage Gary Lee, said
her husband sent her "just a
personal message" through the
Red Cross.
"He's fine. He's really fine,"
Lee said of her 36·year-old
husband after the message was
relayed early in the afternoon,
"It was just something to do
with me and him and our
daughter.
"It sounded just like Gary, the
man! Jove."
The State Department said
earlier in the day the messages
were collected by Red Cross
officials and should be reaching
the host~ges' families aby the
end of the week.
The messages, officials said,
convinced them all 50 hostages

- held for 164 days - were alive
and inside the embassy compound in Tehran.
Maria Gallegos of Pueblo,
Colo., said her son, Marine Cpl.
Billy Gallegos had this to tell
them: '"I am fine and I hope you
are as well, I am holding up and
waiting for our reunion. I love
you and say hello to the family,'"
Elizabeth Morefield, daughter
of Consul-General Richard
Morefield, said her mother
received the message in San
Diego.
"He said he was all right and
he was fine, He is getting our
letters, but three weeks late,"
said Morefield, an engineering
student from the University of
Virginia.
She said Easter services
television tapes showed her
father had lost between 30 and35
pounds, but "other than that, he
looks good,"
But she adde, "he isn't

smiling. He's the last person in
the group to warm up to an
Iranian crew,"
Howard Albon, mother of
Robert Blucker, 52, of North
Little Rock, Ark., said the Red
Cross telephoned to inform her a
letter was being forwarded
saying her son is "doing fine,"
She said she also received a copy
of a letter from him Tuesday
saying he was in "good health."
Harry Metrinko, of Olyphant,
Pa., father of Michael Metrinko,
said the family had its first work
from his son.
"They told us they talked with
Michael, that a doctor found him
in good shape and that he seems
in good spirits," said Metrinko,
adding the family received no
explanation about the past
silence.
"We feel very happy. We
hadn't heard at all from him.
This is the first information
we've had at all."

Canada waits on boycott decision
OTTAWA (UPI) - Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau said Tuesday Canada'B decision on
participating in the Olympic games in Moscow will
be determined by the number of nations supporting
the U.S. callfora boycott.
In Quebec, Premier Rene Levesque announced
that the long awaited referendum on independence
from Canada for the French-speaking province
would be held May 20.
Trudeau told the House of Commons that it did
not "take much courage just to announce that
you're going to boycott the Olympics, and it
wouldn't have much effect either on the presence of
the Soviet troops in Afghanistan.
"It is perhaps a much more difficult policy to
insure that this united front of nations against this
invasion be maintained in as large a portion as
possible and that is what we're working on."
Trudeau said Canadian policy will be based on
the Jan. 14 vote in the United Nations in which 104

countries condemned the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan,
The Canadian Olympic Association has said it
expects a final decision from the govemment before
the annual COA meeting in Montreal April25.
In announcing the date for the Quebec
referendum, Levesque said that "Quebecers will be
called to say yes or no - whether they want a new
entente, as equal to equal.
"This referendum is a turning point in the
collective life of Quebec," the premier said. "The
May 20 referendum is descisive because it is the
first time Quebecers will be choosing the direction
of their future."
Levesque said the choice facing Quebecers was
"either . . . stagnation or it is the natural
fullfillment of our identity." He wamed that if
sovereignty is not achieved French identity and
culture will be absorbed and disappear from the
North American continent.

Research Project:
Afraid ofillnesss?
Worried about illness?
Are you worried about certain illnesses such as
heart disease or cancer·? Do you. believe that
you suffer from an illness which your physician
has not correctly diagnosed? Afraid of dying?
There· is a research study at School ofMedicine
Dept. of Psychiatry on people who have health '
concerns, . Those who participate are assured
Qf st~ic_t confidentiality. If you are willing to
pa_rtl(;lpate for on for one hour in this research
projectplease call Mrs. Betty Biener at

265-1711 ext2612

Donor Drawing!!
1st Prize
BSR2500
Belt drive
turntable
2nd Prize Two leg weight sets
3rd Prize Two sets of Coors mug
Each 2nd Donation in a week your name gets into the bowl April
15 thru May 30. Drawing will be held Monday, June 2. Winners
names will be posted. Winners have until 6:00 p.m. June 6, 1980
to daim prize
New donors
bring this ad for

$5<?.~

on 1 st donation

Yale Blood Plasma 122 Yale
.
. 266-5729
exprres May 30, 1980
·

Nude sculpture evicted from show
DALLAS (UPI)- Just as the
biblical Adam and Eve were
removed from the Garden of
Eden, city officials have banished
a contemporary nude sculpture of
the pair.
Steve Rosen, manager of
special events for City Hall, said
he had the table-top sculpture
because
the
removed
"anatomicallly accurate" nature
of the Adam and Eve figures
might offend citizens.
The work, entitled ''Early
Moming," depicts Eve wading in
a pool and Adam emerging from
a television set and is part of an
exhibit sponsored by the Texas
Fine Arts Association.
Artist Martin Delabano, who
had won $200 for the sculpture,
was outraged Monday when he

Medical trustee
board will meet

learned his work had been nixed.
"Why did you move my
work?" he asked Rosen.
"On any show we do, we have
the right to reject what's per·
tinent in regard to the community standards,'' Rosen
responded. "I personally didn't
have any problem with your

work. This is not any censorship
measure. But it's pretty graphic.
There's nothing abstract."
"Para Faucetts," a ceramic
sculpture of a nude female with
faucets instead of breasts, was
not removed from the exhibit
because it was "more abstract,"
Rosen said.

Medical student gets award
A UNM medical student from Mora hilS received an award for her
research in polio.
Alyson Thai, a second-year student at the School of Medicine, has
received the Western .~edical Student Forum Research Award For
Meritorious Research after completing her study of polio in laboratory
rats.
Thai, daughter of Alan and Felicia Thai, graduated from the
University of Kansas and is to graduate from medical school in 1982.
She plans to practice family tyedicine in the Las Vegas-Mora area.
"Dr. Carl Cords, a microbiologist, and I wanted to determine what
receptors in the brain are susceptible to the polio virus and create an
·effective deterent so that linkage would be impossible," said Thai.
"It's not a major breakthrough, but it's a start."

Scholarship receives money

The UNM Hospital/Bernalillo
Partial proceeds from the whipped-orange drink fountain in the
County Medical Center's Board
SUB
will indefinitely be donated to the UNM Presidential Scholarship
of Trustees are scheduled to meet
fund,
said Bob Petranovich of the Bob Petranovich Company of
on Wednesday, April 23, at 3
p.m. in the hospital's ad· Gallup.
.
.
"It's a good thing for the students and the University," said
ministrative conference room.
In addition to. the regular Petranovich, a 1973 UNM graduate.
University President William E. Davis said UNM was happy to
monthly reports, the trustees will
receive
the donations to the scholarship fund.
hear two special presentations:
Petranovich
Company is the first consession in the SUB to
The
an audit presentation by J. Loren
donate
money
from
sales
profits to the University.
.
Pitclwr, the hospital's medical
"1 hope a trend starts in this direction," Petranovich said. "If a
directM, and a program
pretentation by Ftl'd A. M!•ttler, store owner had 12 to 15,000 customers walking through his store
.Jr.. assisUtnt pn,fP~Hor of !'Vl'ry day, h1• rould surely afford lo donate money without !oiling
i'udi!)]ogy,
profits."
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Senate discusses issue
of "confidentiality"
contmued from

Los Bohemios was part of the opening ceremonies for the Festi~a/ De Primavera on the
mall south of Zimmerman Library Tuesday. The singers {left to right) are Nazario Alba, Otavio
Bollero and Gene Romero. The drummer is Miguel Perez. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
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include letters of reference, items
containing expressions of
opinion, and rank determinations
still under consideration.
The new policy also grants
each faculty member the right to
inspect and review his or her
record and to challenge the accuracy of any information in the
file.
Another issue creating controversy among faculty members
was the status of the Basic Skills
program. Robert Kern, associate
professor of history, submitted
an evaluation of the program
prepared by the Undergraduate
Academic Affairs Committee. It
recommended that the program
be continued for the 1980/1981
academic year essentially unchanged.
The report noted that its
conclusions were based on only
one semester's worth of data, and
were thus difficult to assess.
Before · the measure was
passed, Kern exhorted the senate

Carter drops out of millionaire ranks
WASHINGTON - President
Carter's net worth plunged more
than $112,605 during 1979,
dropping
hlm from
the
millionaire ranks, and he paid
nearly $65,000 in income taxes,
the White House disclosed
Tuesday,
The president's net worth was
$893 ,000 - slightly more than he
had before entering the White
House. He did claim a refund of
$16,703.5.
The bulk of the president's
decline in worth came from
$81,000 in business · losses
sustained under a trust handling
his business accounts, the White
House disclosed when issuing a
breakdown of his financial assets
and liabilities and released his
1979 joint federal income tax
return.
The White House also released
the joint federal tax form filed by
Vice President Walter Mondale
and his wife, Joan, which shows
them entitled to a refund of
$3,810. The Mondales paid a

to address itself to lobbying the
State Office of Education and
school boards for an im·
provement
in
secondary
education.
The senate passed three additional measures before ad·
journing:
allowing
undergraduate resident cte'dit for
the French and Gennan summer
programs at Taos; a change in
degree requirements for the
College of Nursing; and a report
on Academic and Admisistrative
Unit Review.
Other items on the agenda
were postponed for consideration
until next Tuesday.

Hostages are in
good condition
GENEVA, Switzerland (UPI)
- The Swiss physician who
visited the 50 American hostages
in Tehran said Tuesday they are
generally in "good condition"
and receive adequate food and
medical clu-e, but their living
conditions in the U.S. Embassy
should be improved.
Bernard Liebeskind flew back
to Geneva after seeing the
hostages Monday on behalf of the
neutral, all-Swiss international
committee of the Red Cross.
Liebeskind said the hostages
"generally are in good condition
and there are no problems of
nutrition."
He said that while he spoke to
each hostage, he did not conduct
any physical examinations
"because none of them had any
particular complaint."
Tehran
Radio
quoted
Liebeskind as saying, "in general
they felt very well mentally as
well: only one was a little bit
anxious, and two others, in my
opinion, were a bit depressed."
An Iranian doctor·in-charge
makes daily visits, Liebeskind
said, and Tehran specialist is
available if any serious medical
problem arises.
An ICRC spokeswoman said
the organization's chief delegate
in Tehran, Harald Schmid De
Gruneck, is trying to arrange for
weekly or forthnightly visits to
the hostages "on humanitarian
grounds." But the ICRC is not
attempting to negotiate the
actual release of the hostages,
"which is not its task.''
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total of $23,429 in federal taxes.
The Mondales' total income
was $89,424, while total itemized
deductions came to $17,293.
Carter had only a one-year
stint as a millionaire and reversed
a trend that had existed among
previous presidents, who in·
creased ·their personal wealth in
the White House.
Press Secretary J ody Powell
told
reporters
Carter's
democratic challenger Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass. has
so far disclosed only "bits and
pieces" of financial information
and a disclosure statement that is
required by the Senate.
"I would simply note that
more than six years ago, Senator
Kennedy stated if he became a
presidential candidate he would
make public his net worth and
tax returns," said Powell.
He said republican candidates
"should meet the same stan·
dard."
It marked the first time since
has
he assumed offke
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"Faith and Learning at UNM:
Cold War, Detente,
or Partnership?"
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MARY KATHLEEN DUCEY

I
I

"My name is Mary Kathleen Ducey. My plans
for the future were a jumble of directions
-surgeon, decorator, math major, tap
dancer. Then someone said, 'Nun:
'"You're mad!; I shouted. But first
reactions are not always the best reactions.
I thought about it. The more I tried to say,
'Go away!: the more the idea stuck.
"So I have come to try the religious lifeand r like it. I really do. It's prayer and
peace and service to others and joy. And a
whole lot more:•
Perhaps you, like Mary 1< .• have thought
about the religious life but never really
looked into it.
How about looking into it now?

I

UNM Prayer Breakfast
Speaker: William M. Shinto
Thursday, Aprill7
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On his tax form the Carters'
income included wages of
DIXON, Ill. (UPI) -A third·
$237,499 and interest of $ 22 , 670 grade class at Jefferson School is
_ plus state and local tax learning how to write ransom
refunds of$4,837.
notes.
The itemized deductions
For more than a year, teacher
totaled $43,090, while Carter Nancy Grygiel has given her
paid a total of $64,9 44 in federal students the assignment of
taxes. A total .of $67, 148 was writing a ransom note using
withheld, but there was a $14,500 visual aids.
tax credit carried over from 1978
A typical note reads: "I have
which pushed the size of the your daughter, I will give her
refund to $16, 703,
back for $2,000. If you want her
back, drop it in Jefferson
The itemized deductions School's garbage can. If you call
ranged from $15,438 for cash the cops, I will kill your
charitable contributions to daughter."
$15.75 for unspecified dues. The
For visual aids, the child drew
Carters' also paid out $45.04 in a knife for the work "kill," and
· t eres t ch arges on th e1r
· ere dit eyeball for the word "I," and a
m
cards.
garbage can and a little girl.
Under the category of
Grygiel said she intended the
"Employee Business Expenses," project as "a pretend sort of
they claimed deductions in- thing," but said she now realizes
eluding $534 for "meals for it probably was not appropriate
guests," $639 for "staff parties," due to increased violence and the
$288 for "gifts," and another situation with the American
$240 for "r~freshmen~s-:::''_ _ _ _h_o_st_a:::.ge_s_i~_I_ra~~-----

flniNG YOUR MOTORCYCLE-----..
OFFERING THE BEST
OUT FOR RIDING WEATHER?

2920CPnttal 5 E .
Alb<tqu.,quo, N M B7106

To Forget
Venice

filed his federal return by the
traditional April 15 deadline.
Each previous year he was
granted at least a one-month
extension and in 1978 was
allowed an additional 60 days to
file.
According to the joint breakdown for the president and first
lady, they have total assets of
$1,054,178.95 and total liabilities
of $160,874.60, which puts their
net worth at $893,304.35.
Last year, their net worth was
$1,005,910.25 - based on assets
of $1,226,688.65 and liabilities of
$220,778.40.
·
b efore
0 n D ec. 31, 1976, JUSt
he entered office, Carter's net
worth was estimated to be
$822 , 638 . 55 .
In computing his financial
holdings, Carter assumed thatdespite nationwide inflation there has been no increase in the
value of his home in Plains, Ga.,
and the land it is on. For both
1978and1979heclaimedtheone_!!t_!)ry ranch house was worth

Elementary kids
learn to write
fe '
ransom no . S

FREE WORKSHOP
following Prayer Breakfast
at 9:30am- 11:30am in room 231 E
of the Student Union Building
WOI'kshop is opt•n to students. faculty, staff. campus ministers, (•ommunitv
religious leaders and all interested persons.

ZIP

r27i-37ll for furthl'r information)
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4,. 16
~~ t i·;liAii' "H;.Hiltt\tt\iliJN ~A'hmn ~on·
u.!o<'l'll•>ll· •.tl'nhtannn, Jllnrtinn R!glll lO l'hoo~c.
.''l~ Ill :t.
tfn
Ill!, ,·;·;ii(l"l'i'',l;~l1c~<l ,,r a gc1od, c(uallficd-i\ri<J
hlot>•• t1u·. '' a nnn wntmg f!OIIIion. bui !lc•enl
':'l.''!!~l'.'c Pka1_e inquire ill the I o\111 ofl"c.
4 22
IJ" llarcanl Sl·

0

2.

I"OST & FOUND

1 D'\1

1 IIINI·SI UA\1ll00 llulc 1\pnl 12. ncar
p,~\'';~~.l!~llrmkmv. lnt 25(, 115R.
4,,2~
Ill\ I 1\l YS Wll It hlack C!M. ReY.aru offered.
(.til hi. ~'I~ 2%7.
4!17
't '(iC:.T\filii!: tl(\i)f,i;rr 'weaccr hawecn Mesa
and llandchcr. Scnhtnental value. Noque1tions
n•.knl Reward 8911971.
4116
171-if)l,\ut OF l•rnwn gla"e~ AprilS. 2"8.4801 or

"•·u

~''" ~1HR

4'17

·--~=-~~

3.

SERVICES

·covered
IIV'agon
Malcers of Hand MtHie

•nclian Jewolry
OLDYOWH

$120. l'urnilhcu, unfurni1hed. 262·1751, Valley
Rentuls lit~;.
4/18
foi:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom ·apt. ncar campus. $95 plus utilities. 266·
4123.
4/21
Cf.iACIHIOUSfi DOWNTOWN. Upstairs patio,
fen~ed yard. One bedroom. $200. Buscl clo~e. 2478647.
4/16
SHARG THHbE BHT>ROOM house. Carlisle·
Ridsecresl area. $110, 1/3 u1ililies, deposit. Female
preferred. 255·4137.
4/22
ROOM AND BOARD in my north·vallcy home free
10 responsible female student willing to help with
horne and two teen-agers. Must be home most
evenings. 345·1374 or266-2100 (days).
4/17

KINKO'S 'I YI'INO SI·RYWI; CJBM ~efc(tric) and
now 3 minute Pul~pnrt Photo\. No appointmcm.
26R·8~15. We do key~.
tfn
Cil!I'T AR LESSONS: Al.J style~. Marc'! Guitar
Sllldio.2fi5·3315.
tfn
."24 i!i>UH TYI'INCJ" JfiAN, 255·4091.
4/16
QA TYPINO SERVICE. !\ comple!c typing and
ctllt<niul wmm. Te,hmcnl, gencr~l. legal medic~l,
\.:h<lf<tltic. ('hnrtl&table~. 345<~125.
S/02
TYI'ISTli-"TERM l'APFRS, thesis, re~umes. 299·
M970.
4/30
TYl'INU THESIS, REPORTS, ~tatistical. Call
Anniw, 296-2549.
4/05
l:XPERIIiNC[(lJ, AC:CURAT!' TYPIST: tran·
scribing term paper~. letters, resumes, manuscripts.
294·0167.
4130
COIJNS£ll.ING FOR LESiliANS. 266·9953.
4/28

5 •. FOR

7-I~Y~I';:.IN-:-;O::.;'·:-;J:i~:D=;:I.;._T;::IN.;.;C~J,:72:.766;;.;·.;;45;,;;6~7.;,;;;:==~--;5/:.;;0:-;:2
l·.INDA: 268·8158. ACCURATE TYPING,

PEUGOT 10-SPEED FOR safe. $170,' Jolene, 299·
0202.
4/17
TELESCOPE-300 POWER-asking $310~~ee at
basement of222 Vassar SE or leave message,
4/17
1971 CHEVY BISCAYNE FOURDOOR ~ir power,
automatic AM/FM casscue, 299-0447.
4/18
77 YAMAHA DTIOO D, about2300 miles. $425, Call
842-5747. Chou.
4/18
FOR SALE: DRAFTING m~chincs-$40. Electric
eram.1, $10. Typewriter, $20. C~ll243·7115.
4121
"OLJ) STY!.E" POLARIOD, number J66 land
~nmcrn w/acccssorie~. $25, 298·9971 or 277·5058.
4122
TWO TI'N·SI'FiED bikes. Brand new, 24" and 26",
$170 orHor $320. 268·2179.
4117
1968 MUSTANG. EXCELLENT ENGINE, clean
body. Beauty. Good gus milage. Asking Sl900 or best
offer. Call266-8889 or 255·2219 and leave message.
4122
1977 JOSE OHIIlF dassical guitar. Inquire: 292·
1749.
4118

4/21

~T~JM~'S~.~T~f~J.~l.~IN~(~j:~~RO~TO~T~Il~.L~JN~G~'~a-n~d~y~ar~d
muimenance. 268·651 0.
4/30
INSJANT MOTORC'Y('l.E Sl.iRVICE: Called the
~hop\ lnccly? They'll 1queezc you in next month.
Maybe! We'll dCJ it today! Now. All service
guarantee<.!. ~ummarize your bike today. 298·!68 1.
tfn
CI ASSKAI. UIHTAR INSTRUCTION. UNM
graudatc guitari\t. 242·8930, 277·3928.
4/17
A!Kil>O. Al'Hl.IATFD HOMIJU Dojo. Classes
IUCI., Snt., Sun. 255-4629.
4118
TYPING, HDITINO, NflAR UNM.Z4Hl338. 4116

4. HOUSING
TIJE CITA[)JiJ.-SUPERII location nenr UNM &
>!own town. llus 1crvice every 30 minutes. I bedroom
m ~fficicncy, $19S·$~(t0. All utilities P"id. Deluxe
kit~hen with di~hwa1hcr & dilpCJsal, recreation room,
&Wimming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
m> pet\. 1520 !Jnivcr~ity NE. 243-2494.
tfn
WANTFD, HIRNISIJE[) HOUSE undlor apart·
mcnt li1ting1 for summer employees (cpllcge
rrolmor and graduate ltudcnt~). who will be arriving
during May un<l June and leaving Augtlst to early
September. Plca~c call R44·~441. Sandia
Lahurntoricl
4/24
ROOMS IN I AROf, hou•.e. $100·$!25. No pets,
St09
;nmker,. 26R·I6~4.
l'NORMOllfi TWO Dri>ROOM townhouse.
hrcpla~~. nirtc font d<lsct~. l:~ccllcnt furnishing>.
fnGulated fnr quictnesl. $\20, utililic~ paid. l·unushed
<>ne hedroorn huu'c W<th ltudy. Hardwood floor>.
S!Wi50 plu•. utilitic>. lloth in l!NM nrea ami im·
rmt>ulmt>. Nn pet,, dnicJren 842.0925.
4;24
RCIO!III\M H \\'AN r I:D TO \hare tY.O lttidroom
h1>U•.c ncar .:ampu•,. ~ 112 ph11 utilities. Mkhacl. 256·
!116~
4ll8
.>\VAllABlL 4·'1 ~ < I 1:1\N old 1 bNirnorn plus
,arpetm~. fcm:rd. flrcpl<tcc, k1d,, pet,, $2~11. 2fl2·
17'il, Valle~ Hmwh In~.
4i18
c A!\1Pl'S lllRH, Dl ()( KS! Sc.:urcly fenced, f
h~droom .:ottagc,garage, wurk~hllp, kidc,, 1•cts, fine.

SA~E

6.

PART TIME JOU, gradu~te ~tudcnt5 only, After•
noons anu c~cnings. Mu>t be ableto work Friday and
S;~turd;~y nlght1. Mu~t be 21 ~ears old. Apply in
penon, no phone cnlls, please. Saveway l.iquor
Stores, at5704 Lomas NE, 5~16 MenauiNE.
tfn
$510/THOlJSAND FOR cncvelopcs you mail.
l'o~tnge paid. Free information. Contact R.S., P.O.
nox 196 I>. Coeur d'Alene. Idaho, 83814.
5125
DIAl. A SllMMliR job.! Skilled clerical and
<oe~·rc;otarml. Unskilled industrial and labor. Car and
phone uece\sary. Please call: Manpower Temporary
ScrvkcG, 256-9801 or 256·3526.
5112
I'AR li('II'A TE IN PROBLEM 'iOiving study. 51.50
plu' pos~ibility of ~hariug in group bonu~ or up to
S40. Z77-S~I::!, R·S weck<.lays through 4114. 9·124d5,
4''16. 26fi (,2J' or 271·5~84 e\cnings, weekends. 4ll6
PI·RSONS TAU'NTFD IN arts nnd crafn, creative
movement. dnnce, music, creative dramatics,
<:<>!>pcrativc games, team sports. Summer youth
rcncativc program. YWCA NE brnoch. Apply
4117
through 'II'Ork·studyoffice.
PART·TIME B1Pl.OYMENT opportunity for
tumor, ~cnwr or graduate student with math, science

§
§
.~
GSA COUNCIL MEETING
§ The agenda for the special mt.'Cting of the GSA
§ Council is as follows: The meeting will be held on
§ Thursday, April 17th, 1980,4:30 p.m ..in Rm. 231E of
§ the SUB.
Call

8

Too~frlem Agenda liU'~~cles~ew Business

II. ~Jinutcs
o III. },residents Report
S IV. Committee Ri.>port

§
§

~

A. BALSA

B. Mesa Chicana
VI. Old Business
VII. Adjournmi.>nt

;\, finance
B.

~

Tune-up special -only swoo
'''" IU-•rx·<·d J.,.., ft"'

;JUZ Ct~llral'>l"
lb~·J!J4!1

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Classified Advertising.
Marron Ha II' (b~tween Journalism illlU Biotogy)
Open from 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m. Monday
through Friday. Ads In by noon will appear
in the next day's issue.
Cost 1 o~ per word per day for ads running
five or more consecutive days. 16~ per word
for sin1)le insertions.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Dally
Lobo
times(s) beginning------- under the heading
(circle one):
1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing;
5. r-or Sole; 6. Employm~mt; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

--~·Placed

TRAVEL

Nf:lil) A PASSENGER ltl help with tr;~vcl expenses?
Adverusc in the DAILY LOBO cla~sified section. tfn

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

PENPALS! SeND SELF-addressed stampecl en~elore for information. International Pen Friends,
El.D, 1720 Ft~ith Court, NE. Albuquerque, NM
871 JZ.
4116
SKATE. CITY'S RENTAl. truck is at the D~iry
Queen on weekends. 255-4336, 106 Morningside.
4111

FINAL SALEI EVERVTHINO 40 percent off at
Weaver's Studio. 205 St~tnford SE. 265-9100.
4/21
FIREWORKS! LOOKINO FOR an ~xplosive new
hobby? We ~ave a real blast in the preservation and
advancement of the state of the nn of fireworks. It.'s
dynamite! Ench~ntmentl'yrotcchnica Organizational
meeting, Friday April IS, 7-10 p.m. Ph. 255-1938 for
sign up. Member PGII.
4/18
WANTED: ONE-MAN tent and small camping
tfn
stove.! need them fast II 255·4401 ufter 5 p.m.

by __________ Telephone _ _____.__

/

Hats
For All Seasons

1/2
OH

8

1 Swills
6SHAPEorg,
10 Disagreement
14 Center
15 Color
16 Hungarian
dog
17 Bury
18- Cong
19 Hyalite
20 Resin
22 Unvague
24 Plenty
26 Unmarried
ones
27Wasps
31 Increase:
Arch.
32 sweet stuff
33 Where Pisa is
35 Taxi
38 - and crafts
39Sober
40 Aria
41 Car of yore
42 Demon
43 Asian coin
44 Executed
45 AWOL one
47 Current units

§
§

shop
243-6954

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

~

lobo
men's

2120 Central SE

8

~

Get ready for the
"Tour of the Rio Grande.''

Enclosed$

§
§
~
§
§
§
§
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7.

EMPLOYMENT

8'"'..........r.,...,r.....-..r.....-.....-~:;:;_;;;;~.....-.;-...r...r...r..r...r...r..r...r..r..r...r..r...r..r..r.,....,.,.........................................,. . . . . . . . ..,.'4l
..

~1.

<lr engineering ba.:kground. f·Jexible work ~chedule.
Re,earclt comp~ny in Corrales. Call897-0500. 4/IB
COUNSHORS FOR A!.IIUQUERQUE day camp.
WSI, mu>ic, dance, dramu, general. June 30·Augusl
8. Write Camp Director, Jewish Communl!Y Council,
.600 Loubiana SE, Albuquerque, 8710a.
4/18
EARN UP TO $50011000 mailing our circulars. For
informmion, Empire Publishing Department NM.
PO 1069, Middletown, Ohio 45042.
412B
$500/PER THOUSAND ADDRESSING and
stuffing circulars. Free Information. ZJ Enterpris
2318 Woodburn St., Middletown, Ohio 45042. 4/28
PART-TIME COUNTER help. Prefer experience
dealing with public, mature attitude toward work and
neat appearance essential. Evenings and weekends.
Apply in person, 1730 Lomas Illvd. NE. See Sharon.
4/18
NEED A JOII that doesn'.!lnterfere with studies and
other activities? Work the hours you want, full or
pan-time and make good money in a job with a
future. Many positions 1\Vi;dable with local marketing
concepts firm. No c~perienee necessary, will train.
For interview call: Judy 883·9289, Bill 898-1405, or
4117
Connie, 884-8471 (after 5 p.m.)

51 Unhurt
52 Dellltem:
2words
54 Swelled
58 Golf hazard
59 "Art of Love"
author
61 Diadem
62 Slave
63 Girl's name
64 Mr. Flynn
65 Buck
66 Lady Jane

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

67 PeeWee or
Della
DOWN
1 Tapered
piece
2 USSR river
3 Equine food
4 Makes
believe
5 Fibrous
6 State: Abbr.
7 Corrosive
8 Conifers
9 Stadium area
10 Mooch
11 Learrier
12 Winged
13 Roof pieces

T E

21 Iowa college
23 Very black.
25 Compose
27 Cicatrix
28 Biblical weed
29 Preposition
30 Endure
34 Adjutants
35 Egyptian
36 Not windward
37 South African
39 Obliquely
40 Foolproof

E

w

42 Balsams
43 Disprover
44 More profound
46 Drain
47 Emoted
48 - code
49 SST or STOL
50 Relish
53 Cable
55 Taxi user
56 Cupid
57 Dingle
60 Time period

